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Confidence In Accounting Systems
at Gemedy Continues to Grow

Founded by Harvard and MIT researchers, Gemedy is a leading provider of
intelligent software and systems to the
public and private sectors. Named an
SBA Emerging Leader, Gemedy serves
customers including Fortune 500 companies, government agencies and top
universities and laboratories. With a
broad array of expertise the company
offers Engineering and Advisory services as well as corporate training and
events. Among the company’s areas of
expertise are:
•

Applied Perception

•

Computational Social Systems

•

Human-Computer Interaction

•

Knowledge Discovery from Data

•

Visualization and Mixed Reality
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Amplify Your Intelligence
Gemedy builds intelligent software and systems to address the most demanding computational, physical, and social challenges of our times. In the words of
Alex Wissner-Gross, co-founder of Gemedy, “We build software for artificial
intelligence applications for a wide ranging group of applications. We strive to
humanize the interaction of various applications for our clients.” Alex WissnerGross applies science and engineering principles to big (and diverse) questions,
like: "What is the equation for intelligence?" and "What's the best way to raise
awareness about climate change?" He addresses a new equation for intelligence in his Ted Talk. Join the more than 2 million viewers, found at Ted.com.
Just as Gemedy has developed an equation for intelligence, so too has Kline
and Company developed an “equation for intelligence in accounting”. Summing
up the company’s approach to service excellence, Kline and Company President, Fred Kline, says “We have a great team in place that takes a client-centric
approach and follows our meticulous process, in which our clients have great
confidence. We have implemented a patient and thorough approach.”

Kline and Company Keeps Gemedy Accounting
System Compliant And Running Smoothly
A Member of the Gemedy Team

A commitment to innovation and critical thinking
leads to exceptional levels of excellence at Gemedy

With a focus on their products, such as
Gemedy SKEIN™, and their array of services,
the company continues to rely on Kline and
Company for peace of mind about the firm’s
accounting. There is a level of trust and confidence that enables the team at Gemedy to
simply know they are in good hands.
Peace of Mind

“ We especially value the
fact that Kline and Company
is working for our highest
and best. We count on them
for all of our accounting and
bookkeeping needs. My
partner and I know with
certainty that we can relax
with confidence in their
work on our company’s
behalf.”
Alex Wissner-Gross
Gemedy, Inc.

Dr. Wissner-Gross

“What we like best about the services from Kline and Company,” continued Dr.
Wissner-Gross, “is the structured accounting approach balanced by a flexible, accessible yet forward looking mindset. We are a very innovative company and we
often ‘break the mold’ in our line of work.” He went on to say, “Kline and Company takes the time to truly understand our business, our priorities and challenges
and they are quite resourceful in their ability to adapt and continually meet our
needs. We like the fact we are able to ask questions to the team at Kline. ”
Slow and Steady Wins The Race
The stories of our childhood hold meaning throughout adulthood. Aesop’s Fable
of the Tortoise and Hare presents the metaphor that slow and steady wins the
race. In Gemedy’s ‘race’ for a solid accounting system, Kline and Company’s Chief
Operating Officer, Sheree DeFeo, works closely with Alex and his partner to keep
the focus on a deliberate accounting process while also being forward looking in
the budgeting for company projects. “It’s all about trust and confidence”, says
Sheree, “and the people at Gemedy know they can count on us.”

Dr. Alexander D. Wissner-Gross is an award-winning scientist, engineer,
entrepreneur, investor, and author. He serves as President and Chief Scientist of
Gemedy and holds academic appointments at Harvard and MIT. He has received 125
major distinctions, authored 18 publications, been granted 24 issued, pending, and
provisional patents, and founded, managed, and advised 4 technology companies
that were acquired for a combined value of over $600 million. In 2003, he became
the last person in MIT history to receive a triple major, with bachelors in Physics,
Electrical Science and Engineering, and Mathematics. Visit www.alexwg.org for
more details.

About Kline and Company CPA PC
Federal government contractor accounting is our primary area of specialization. If you are a DoD contractor or do business with the US government, you can
tap the expertise of our seasoned team of DCAA consultants, which includes former DCAA auditors. You
will find that our real-world experience is invaluable
in helping you meet the complex requirements of the
Federal Acquisition Regulation or representing you for
a DCAA audit. Our mission is to help you achieve
yours! Visit www.klineco.com for more information.
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